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Nomad: The River was commissioned by the Bessie Schonberg/First Light commissioning
program of Dance Theater Workshop. Nomad: TheRiverwas made possible by the Doris Duke
Fund for Dance of the National Dance Project, a program administrated by the New England
Foundation for the Arts. Support for this work was provided by The Greenwal l Foundation,
Jerome Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts. The Rockefeller Foundation, 8ossak/
Heilbron Charitable Foundation, and The R~search Foundation of the City University of New
York.
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Yin Mei would like to acknowledge the contributions of all of the performers in
the creation of this work. She would also like to thank her principal collaborators
as well as the performers, for the ir artistic commitment and dedication.
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Artist Dialogue
Yin Mei in conversation with Cathy Edwards, Former DTW Artistic Director
Originally created for the world pr emiere in March 2005 at Dance Theater Workshop, NYC

It's a great pleasure to be working with Yin Mei this year to present Nomad: TheRiver,a new creation
that is visual and poetic, a complex and fully realized performative journey . Yin Mei's work represents
a contemporary but mature approach to dance that is panoramic in its perspective, drawing from
multiple traditions of dance, art and spiritual practice with a clarity and luminance all of her own. She
creates with a true sense of craft and collaborates consistently with important visual, sound and media
artists . Although Yin Mei has been a colleague for years, this is the first important partnership between
DTW and Yin Mei; DTW commissioned Nomad: TheRiverand our support for this project is an example
of our interest in new relationships, multiple perspectives on contemporary dance aesthetics, and an
ongoing commitment to work that is global in its scope. The week before the performance, I asked Yin
Mei if she could share some aspects of her inspiration.
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Cathy : What was the starting point as you began to create Nomad: TheRiver? Can you share the
significance of the term Nomad, and of the rivers in question?
Yin Mei : In making this work, I was inspired by the notion of a spiritual journey. But my emphasis was
not on the goal or endpoint of that journeyheaven, nirvana - nor even on the journey per se, but
rather on what provokesit what sets it in motion. I wanted to look at why someone becomes hungry
for spiritual knowledge. More specifically, I wanted to look at how my own childhood - a childhood _
shaped by the mass insanity of the Chinese Cultural Revolution - engendered that desire in me. The
predicament is that of the child witness to brutality: one who sees, who takes in, but who does not

act. Seeing one's parents humiliated and divided one against the other; seeing the parents of friends
commit suicide; witnessing executions of"counterrevolutionaries" - for a child, such horrific events are
beyond comprehension. They burrow inside, they feed on the self.
Remembered violence retains a quality of unreality, of distance - as in a nightmare. Unprocessed
images of violence and degradation do their damage through repetition, creating a species of psychic
claustrophobia, fostering an inner restlessness. The urge to escape - to seek peacefulness, rest, calm,
whether in dreams or reality - becomes irresistible, though it may ultimately prove futile.
The two rivers that inspired this work - the Ganges in India and the Yellow River in China represented for me different ways of reacting to, and possibly transcending, this dilemma. The link
to the theme of the journey was intuitive, not literal. I was fascinated by the idea of contrasts and
perspective shifts: escape/immersion; movement/stillness; intimacy/distance; anger/calm; presence/
absence; violence/transcendence.
,-._, Enjoy the Show ,-._,
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YIN MEI was born in China and started her professiona l career in trad itional Chinese dance during the
Cultural Revolution. Before coming to the United States to study modern dance on a grant from the
Asian Cultural Council, she was a principal dancer with several leading Chinese dance companies. With
the twin successesof her two most recent dance theater works - /Asunder and Empty Tradition/City of

Peonies- Yin Mei has established herself as a choreographer uniquely positioned to explore themes
of artistic and spiritua l significance arising at the intersection between Asian traditional performance
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and Western contemporary dance theater. /Asunder,created in collaboration with installation artist Cai
Guo-Qiang and composer Robert Een, was produced by MAPP and premiered at Danspace Project in
New York in May 2001. /Asunder toured to eleven U.S.cities throughout 2002 to critical and audience
acclaim. Empty Tradition/Cityof Peonies,produced by the Asia Society in New York City, was the
product of a yearlong collaboration with Indonesian composer Tony Prabowo and prominent Chinese
installation artist Xu Bing.
Yin Mei's chore09raphy has been presented at numerous New York venues; twice at Jacob's Pillow
Dance Festival, and at U.S.venues including Columbia College Dance Center (Chicago), UCLA, University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, University of California at Santa Cruz, the Kohler Arts Center (Wisconsin),
University of Arizona in Tucson, Arizona State University in Tempe, Hamilton College in Clinton, NY,
University of Alaska and Bard College. Internationally, her work has been presented at Tokyo's Theater X,
the Hong Kong Town Hall Theatre and the Jerusalem Museum, Chikamatsu Festival (Nagata, Japan), the
BBBFestival (Potsdam, Germany), the Indonesian Dance Festival (Jakarta), the Korea International Dance
Festival (Seoul) and the Contemporary Dance Festival of West Sumatra.
Yin Mei was named a Guggenheim Fellow in choreography in 2004. A longtime practitioner and teacher
ofTai Chi and a student of the I Ching, Yin Mei's research into Chinese contemplative practice was
recognized with a Contemp lative Practice Fellowship from the American Counci l of Learned Societies.
She has been a professor of dance at Queens College (CUNY) since 1992. In addition to teaching master
classes and workshops worldwide, she has also been an artist -in-residence at Brown University, Arizona
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State University and the Beijing Dance Academy .

PETERL. CRITCHELLis a writer and practicing attorney based in New York.
CHRISTOPHERSALTERreceived his Ph.D. in the areas of theater and computer -generated sound at
Stanford University. His research and artistic practice investigates the role of real time sound, image, and
technolog ies of interaction within the context of responsive environments and performance. He was
awarded the Fulbright and Alexander von Humboldt Chancellor grants for research/work in Germany
from 1993-1995. After collaborating with Peter Sellars and William Forsythe/Ballett Frankfurt, he cofounded the art and research organization Sponge. His work has been shown internationally at venues

such as Ars Electronica, Transmediale, Villette Numerique, V2, DTW/New York and SIGGRAPH,among
others. He has been visiting professor in music, graduate studies and digital media at Brown University
and the Rhode Island School of Design (RISO).Based in Berlin, Germany and Montreal, Canada, he is
currently Assistant Professor in Computation Arts at Concordia University in Montrea l. http://clsalter.
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LEAXIAO is a graduate of Yale School of Drama where she studied under Jennifer Tipton. As a lecturer
at Shanghai Theater Academy as well as a represen tative of the Chinese lighting design committee in
Shanghai, Lea is one of China's most active stage light ing designers. She has been invited to numerous
festivals and worked with a number of theatre groups in China, Singapore, Tokyo and New York where
her designs have earned awards of nat ional and international repute. Her lighting design credits include

TheWinters Tale,SpringAwakening,TheTempest,TheGreatMagican, TheSpiritsPlay,HenryIV,RichardIll,
Seagull,ThePeonyPavilion,Long Days JourneyInto TheNight, TheStory of WhiteSnake,Dream of Butterfly,
SisterDrum and TheImprovisation On Tea.
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LINDSAYGILMOUR received her BFA from University of Montana in choreography and performa c

in 1998. In 2006 she completed her MA in International Affairs focusing on nbetah Studies and Conffk_....,..,,.....
..,

Resolution. Currently Lindsay splits her time between Ithaca, NY,where she teaches modern dance

Ithaca College, leads workshops on Conflict Resolution and studies at Namgyal Monastery, and NYC
where she works with Yin Mei Dance and Pearson Widrig Dance Theater. In the summer she works in
Tibet leading educational programs for youth with WhereThereBeDragons.
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MARILYNMAYWALDgrew up in Nashv ille, TN. She received her BFA in Dance/C horeography from
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Arizona State University In 2005, and has since been residing in Seattle, WA. She has been a part of

Nomad: TheRiver
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PEDROOSORIO is from Caracas, Venezuela and moved
wor ld in his own work and the works of many other art ists. He is currently working with Bitl Young &
Dancers, Amanda Loulaki's-Short Mean Lady and Yin Mei. In 2000, Osorio created a project called My
Name and Company with Bryan Kepple to create a space fo r collaborative work with other creative
people. Their most recent performances were at The Kitchen for"Dance in Progress" 2004 and "Tsunami
Benefit" at Dance Space Center. Pedro Osorio thanks the amazing people he has worked with and the
audience for supporting the performing arts.
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secrest artists series
WakeForestUniversityexpresses its deep appreciation to Mrs.MarionSecrest and her
husband, the late Dr. WillisSecrest for generously endowing the SecrestArtists Series.
Ushers for tonight's performance are members of Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity.
The Secrest Series extends a special thank you to Associate Professor Christina Soriano of the
Department of Dance for her pre-performance talk.
Jay Lawson, Technical Director for Brendle Hall and Wait Chapel, is commended for his professional
expertise in the execution of this challenging production.
Tickets for all Secrest events are available w ithout charge to all Wake Forest students, faculty, and staff.
They are sold, individually and by season subscription to the general public. To purchase tickets, call the
Theater Box Office at 336.758.5295 or the Secrest Artist Series at 758.5757. Master Card and Visa accepted.
Visit the Secrest web site at www .wfu.edu/secrestartists

Yourcourtesyin silencingall elecrronicdevicesis appreciated.
Theuseof tape recordersand videoequipmentis not allowed.
Following the conclusion of tonight's performance, Yin Mei and the dancers
will be available for an informal quesion and answer session.

Remaining Event of the 2006/2007

Secrest Artist~ _
Series

The Tallis Scholars
Thursday , March 29 , Wait Chapel
Described by TheNew YorkTimesas "the rock stars of Renaissance vocal music" in April, 2006, The Tallis
Scholars are an internationally acclaimed British ensemble. The LiverpoolDaily Post in July of 2005 said
of their concert" ... here was drama, complex musical patterns and sheer beauty of sound. Perfectly
balanced, the ten voices filled the entire space:' Founded in 1973 by their director, Peter Phillips, the
group last appeared on the Secrest Series in the 1990/91 season. Through their many multiple record ings and concert performances, they have established themselves as leading exponents of Renaissance
sacred music. Join Professor Brian Gorelick of the WFUmusic faculty, for the Secrest Signature preperformance talk in the balcony room of Wait Chapel at 6:40pm. www.thetallisscholars.co.uk

Performance begins at 7:30pm .
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